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YOUR Highnesses. 

1. This reply is a complement to my Memorandum to The Application for Leave to Appeal and 
uses the same page numbers and their contents from The Application. 

2. Before I start my reply on the response on Application for Leave to Appeal, I will correct a 
page ordering numbers in my Memorandum of the Application. On (Page 270) paragraph 7. 
Instead of (Page 265 to 269) it is (Page 261 to 264). And on Paragraph 8. Instead of (Page 270) 
it is (Page 265). Also I want to correct a dropped word in my Memorandum to The Federal 
Court of Appeal (Page 219) 

"VI. IN CONCLUSION 

3. For all that, I request your honorable court not to order the stay of the Judgement. .. ("not" 
was dropped)." 

4. When I read the response ofFasken on behalf of Industrial Alliance, I found nothing new 
other than repeating the same lie again and again. 

5. Fasken created the lie for Industrial Alliance after The Judgement rendered by Justice 
Archambault and kept repeating it again and again wishing at the end someone will believe it. 

6. Reading the items in their response, you think that the problem is the language and not the 
employment. 

7. I wilf not comment on all the items for their high, repetition and redundancy, however; I will 
comment on the main things. I feel we are repeating ourselves. Despite I explained all in my 
Memorandum, they still repeating the same thing again and again. 

8. They wrote: "The application for leave doesn't raise any public or national issue". This is not 
true and misleading. They are contradicting themselves. In my Memorandum in the Application 
for Leave to Appeal, I included on (Page 285) paragraph 80 under title: (I will repeat writing it 
probably they didn't read it) 

9. ME TURGEON CONFIRMS THE TRUTH 

Me Turgeon said: (T, V 4, P 1438, L 1 to L 16) or (Page 247) 

"MR. TURGEON Yeah, so it's - what I'm scared of is the Court would have to decide the 

status that would apply to all lndustrielle Alliance representative - and it will be the same 

for London Life, others company and there's - we know from the evidence that there are 

many, not all but most of all company in that particular field work with that status. 

JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: M'hm. 
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MR. TURGEON: And it is asked by the representatives then, so it would be sad that the 

situation - that a ruling would have impact the entire company, an entire network of agents, 

on a so unique exceptional situation. 

And it is hard to conclude---" 

10. Is there anything clearer than that: the lawyer of Industrial Alliance who is a specialist 

in this area confirmed that most of the companies work in that status? He spoke loudly in 

his own W.O.R.D.S: "so it will be sad that the situation - that a ruling would have impact 

the entire company, an entire network of agents, on a so unique exceptional situation." 

So, it is clear this issue is a public issue par excellence. 

11. Moreover; the turnover where about 13 out of 15 in just one company face the same fate 

that I faced (every year). Of course they were not happy to be fired or to leave. 

12. When Mr. Leclerc was asked by Justice Archambault how many persons are less than two 

years (T, V 4, P 1232, L 6 to L 21) or (Page 253). And when he was asked how many out of 15 

would be one year? (T, V 4, Pl232, L 27 and L 28) He answered 13 to 14 people per year (T, V 4, 

P 1233, L 18 and L 19) or (Page 253). 13 to 14 is one picture at LaSalle branch where I worked. 

13. It is very scary that only one or two persons stay working to complete two years and the other 

13 people they were fired (like myself) or left the company for any reason. Justice Archambault 

expressed that in his Judgement (DDA, V 1, P 173, Section [302]) or (Page 179). 

14. From my experience, life insurance companies (to name two - I worked for - Industrial Alliance 

and London Life) work with exactly the same status. I am presenting the AMF's Report (very 

important) Page IO. The report clearly shows the high turnover during 5 year from 2008 to 2012. 

By calculating the percentages, the big picture shows: 92% of new employees leave the company. 

15. It is very clear that the whole industry is affected and it is not only myself however this report 

shows that this issue is a public opinion par excellence. Media must take big part in this issue. 

16. Industrial Alliance and other insurance companies work in this status they don't know ( or they 

know) the size of damage they cause to the society of financial advisors (advisors and their 

families). Their greed to earn more money blind their eyes of the facts. 
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17. For that my wife who is French educated wrote a letter to Your Highnesses explaining our sad 

situation during that period and the negative impact on our family because of the arbitrary 

dismissal of labor, exploitation (by working many hours for free) and instability. 

18. On April 4th 2013 in my report to CRA on Page 18 I wrote: "I urgently request the government 

to interfere and prevent such kind of exploitation and slavery by not permitting just a commission 

job. There must be some base salary to start. Labor Unions must also interfere to protect workers 

and employees" 

19. Also I wrote on Page 17: "Simply it is a disguised employment or a pretense of a contractual 

intra-business relationship to hide what is otherwise a simple employer-employee relationship." 

20. Under [12] they wrote: "While the hearing before the ICC was originally scheduled for a single 

day, on May 11, 2015, The hearing took place over six days, on May 11 and 12, 2015, and on June 

1, 2, 15 and 16, 2015." 

21 . Fasken and Industrial Alliance are addicted to misleading and turn facts upside down. They 

caused this delay by their misleading and not forthcoming please read [304] from the Judgement 

(Page 180). 

22. (304] Industrial Alliance is ordered to pay Mr. Mazraani the sum of $2000 as costs (They still 

didn't pay any). This hearing lasted longer than necessary because Industrial Alliance was not 

forthcoming in providing an actual factual description of what took place. Additional hearing days 

were required, which allowed Mr. Mazraani to provide evidences to contradict the misleading 

evidence introduced by Industrial Alliance's key executives who testified, and enabled the Court 

to get a clear picture of the true facts. The Court relies on its inherent jurisdiction to prevent and 

control any abuse of its process, recognized by The Federal Court of Appeal in Fournier v. Her 

Majesty the Queen, 2005 FCA 131, 2006 GTC 1181, paragraph 1.1: 

23. The Federal Court of Appeal step on all evidences and oppressively they adopted the dangler 

issue created by Fasken instead of the real issue not only against my rights but to kill those rights 

and increase my family and myself sufferings. 

24. They attacked the credibility of the Judge. Here I ask is Honorable Judge Archambault credible 

or not? 

25. Justice Archambault was born and raised in Drummonville, Quebec in a community with 96% 

of population is only French. Educated at Universite du Quebec a Montreal. His Highness is very 

transparent, wise, quiet and firm, accurate, professional, highly experienced, honest, never rush 
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into conclusion, offered the parties all the time they need, not result oriented but fact and truth 

oriented. 

Given those evidences (70) to any Judge or Jury, they will reach to the same Judgement. However 

Fasken on behalf of Industrial Alliance they prefer a judgement based on no evidences and they 

welcome all those decisions based on no evidences. They hate this Judgement for its absolute facts 

and truth that can't reach to the outcome they want. 

26. They degrade the credibility of the Judge because his Judgement was based on evidences 

against their unethical, unfair, illegal and against my rights when Me Turgeon asked the Judge to 

conclude the Judgement in their favor despite he previously affirmed the evidences are absolute to 

conclude the Judgement. However Justice Archambault answered (Page 251 L 14 to 23). 

14 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Okay. So you would 

15 Like to have the same - at least the same results? 

16 

17 

18 Have the same reasons. 

19 --- (Laughter/rires) 

20 

21 

22 

23 Oriented, I assume. 

MR. TURGEON: Yeah. 

JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: You don't care if I 

JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: You --

Me TURGEON: Non. 

JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: You're result 

27. How The Federal Court of Appeal didn't read all that? 

28. After they failed in all their attempt to adapt the decision of the Judge to their whims against 

my rights that the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom guaranteed them to me and to every 

Canadian Citizen, and when the Judgement wasn't rendered in their favor, they created the 

language dangler and ride it. 

29. I didn't dispute Beaulac principles simply because I am 100% sure the language was not, is 

not and will not be the issue. Please respect my mind. However I dispute the misuse of those 

principles by Industrial Alliance. 

30. Is there something written how many questions the judge has to ask to reveal the truth 

especially when they are misleading, embellishing the facts, contradicting each other and not 

telling the truth. 
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31. I ask. Isn't true that the role of the judge is to find the truth that are based on evidences and 

facts? 

32. This Judgement must be the reference for other judges in courts to follow for its transparency, 

accuracy, integrity, solid based on circumstantial and direct evidences and not on illusions. 

33. The Judge is very credible and the most important question that the Supreme Court of Canada 

must ask: Are those evidences fake or real? 

34. The answer is all the 70 evidences I presented are directly from Industrial Alliance mostly 

emails, letters, communications and documents. All those evidences were verified by all parties 

and approved before the court number them as evidences. They are always live and not fake. 

35. Because of that, Fasken and Industrial Alliance hate those evidences and hate to mention them 

in any of their responses (simply they completely ignore them). On the contrary, they appreciate 

judgements not based on evidences and facts because they can get the outcome they want. 

36. This case is the most public issue that faces all Financial Advisors in this sector against the 

greed of financial companies. We request Your Highnesses to justify us. 

37. Finally, I am very confident Your Highnesses will render your judgement based on evidences 

and facts and not illusions. 

38. Judges are the Balance of Justice. When the balance is balanced with facts, evidences and 

truth on both sides of the balance, one little dust may make it shaky and leads to an injustice that 

cause big damage to the rights of our Canadian Citizens. 

39. Adding to all my requests in my Memorandum, I request The Supreme Court of Canada to 

keep The Judgement rendered by Justice Archambault live for its integrity and professionalism 

and to protect the whole evidences in this case especially The Transcriptions and The 

Documentation during the First Instance Trial. 

40. Also I request to quash The Judgement rendered by The Federal Court of Appeal for its 

unbalanced, inconsistent and unfair. (Please read my Memorandum to The Supreme Court of 

Canada in the Application for Leave to Appeal) 

41. Also I request The Supreme Court of Canada to oblige Industrial Alliance to compensate me 

for all the sufferings they caused my family and me since 2012 up till today. 

Signed in Montreal on Monday August 14th 2 


